
FTI CONSULTING SURVEY: HEALTHCARE & LIFE SCIENCES INDUSTRY OUTLOOK 2023

Facing Forward: A Time for 
Cautious Optimism



After a year marked by inflationary pressures, geopolitical instability and the world returning to a 
new normal post-COVID-19 pandemic, our third annual FTI Consulting Survey: U.S. Healthcare & Life 
Sciences Industry Outlook asked 250 industry leaders for their expectations for the sector in 2023. 
Emerging trends include adopting a cautiously optimistic outlook for the year ahead due to the 
expected increase in financial investment in the sector, a need to be better prepared for potential 
cybersecurity threats and a greater focus on environmental, social and governance (ESG) initiatives. 

This year’s survey comes off the back of positive momentum 
over the past few years for the industry. Driven by life-altering 
medical innovations, including gene and cell therapy1, 
enhanced public perceptions of the sector due to the COVID-19 
pandemic2 and relentless demand for more scientific and 
technical talent3, the healthcare and life sciences sector has 
experienced an increased level of attention from a wide variety 
of stakeholders. Given how much the political and economic 
landscape has changed over the course of 2022, however, the 
question is what lies ahead.

FTI Consulting conducted its third annual survey 
of 250 senior decision makers working in corporate 
communications, investor relations, public affairs, business 
development and marketing for healthcare and life sciences 
companies in the U.S. to understand the key trends and 
challenges currently facing the industry.  

Looking to 2023, there is significant optimism among senior 
leaders about the future of the industry. In fact, more 
than 76% of respondents noted that they were “largely 
optimistic overall,” particularly as it pertains to their 
organization’s financial performance (87%), safely returning 
to the workplace (84%) and finding balance in hybrid ways 
of working (79%). However, despite this positivity, the 
healthcare industry still has a tempered economic outlook 
compared to 2022. Nearly nine in 10 respondents (85%) 
expressed concern about the potential economic outlook 
of the industry in the U.S. and what it could mean for 
investments in the coming year.

One significant finding from this year’s survey is the 
growing threat of cybersecurity incidents. Roughly 
two-thirds (70%) of respondents stated that they have 
experienced a cybersecurity incident in the last 12 months, 
with malware/ransomware (31%) and phishing (27%) 
emerging as the top threats.

Given the results of the U.S. midterm elections and the 
divided government in 2023 and beyond, it is not surprising 
that the political landscape is a major area of interest for 
industry leaders. Respondents are fairly divided on the 
Biden administration’s expected impact on the industry in 
2023 (56% positive, 35% negative). 

Other significant trends facing the industry include an 
increased focus on diversity and inclusion (D&I), particularly 
in clinical trials and an emphasis on ESG. Similar to last year, 
the industry has continued to prioritize D&I efforts with 27% 
of respondents (+2%) describing the progress they have 
made so far as “excellent.” And while significant progress has 
been made in this area, increased investment is still needed 
in the broader area of ESG. The top three ESG challenges the 
industry faces include the availability and quality of relevant 
data (32%), a lack of ESG expertise/resources (24%) and a 
generally risk-averse culture against disclosure (22%). 

Our team of strategic communications 
and healthcare & life sciences experts 
recommends keeping an eye on the 
following key trends in 2023.
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This research was conducted online by FTI Consulting’s Americas Digital & Insights team from November 
18 - 30, 2022 with n=250 decision makers in corporate communications, investor relations, public affairs, 
business development and marketing for healthcare and life sciences companies in the U.S. Due to the 
standard convention of rounding, some totals may not add up to 100%.

After several years of change and transition, U.S. healthcare and life science leaders are largely optimistic overall  
(76%; although down from 85% in 20214) about the future of the industry, particularly when it comes to financial  
performance (87%), safely returning to the workplace (84%) and finding balance in hybrid ways of working (79%).

PESSIMISM IS HIGHEST around affordable drug prices (39%) and reimbursement rates 
enabling sustainable provision of healthcare services (32%).

MORE THAN HALF (54%)  
of the industry is returning to  

pre-pandemic ways of working

AROUND  
ONE-THIRD (33%) 

is offering a hybrid approach

LESS THAN ONE-TENTH (8%)  
is going fully remote or  

still deciding (5%)

PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT
54

Marketing
(43%)

Retaining Talent
(40%)

Recruiting Talent 
(38%)1 2 3

33 8

Adapting to a Post-Pandemic World

Budgets Prioritize Communications and Talent 

Nearly ONE-THIRD (30%) of those 
with increased 2023 budgets selected 
COMMUNICATIONS as a top area of 
investment for the increased spend, 
focusing on:

WHILE...

are INCREASING it.
PERCENT
35

of companies are 
KEEPING THEIR 2023 
BUDGET THE SAME 
as last year’sPERCENT

39
TOP INVESTMENT AREAS FOR INCREASED SPEND

Social & Digital Communications (50%)1
Conferences & Speaking Events (50%)2

Thought Leadership (38%)4

Webinars & Virtual Events (38%)3

Value & Access Communications (38%)5

COMMUNICATIONS
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The combination of large pharma companies 
looking to leverage their strong cash positions to 
augment pipelines, impending patent cliffs and the 
expected acceptance of new valuation levels suggests 
a more favorable deal environment in the year ahead. 
This optimism is further supported by Amgen’s 
recently proposed ~$28 billion acquisition of Horizon 
Therapeutics, the largest healthcare deal of 2022.5

Cautious Optimism about Healthcare Capital Markets Activity in 2023 

M&A ACTIVITY

PERCENT

63 NEARLY TWO-THIRDS (63%)  
of respondents expect M&A activity 
to be higher in 2023, broadly the 
same as in 2022 (-2%).

-2%

 IPO & FUNDRAISING ACTIVITY

With many companies entering the year with shortened cash runways, the appetite and need to fund differentiated assets 
should underscore an uptick in fundraising activities.

-12%

PERCENT

53
53% SAY IPO ACTIVITY 
WILL BE HIGHER IN 2023, 
A 12% DECREASE FROM 
OUR 2022 SURVEY.  
On a related note, half 
(50%) of respondents 
foresee higher SPAC 
activity in 2023 than in the 
previous 12 months, down 
7% from 2022.

PERCENT

55
A SLIGHT MAJORITY OF 
RESPONDENTS (55%) 
believes that life sciences start-
ups will increasingly be able to 
access and raise capital in 2023, 
while 45% believe it will be more 
difficult.

However, 2023 expectations remain tempered and 
consistent with 2022 expectations, as nearly nine in 10 
respondents (85%) are concerned about the potential 
headwinds from the macroeconomic outlook of the U.S. 
and what it could mean for investments in the healthcare 
and life sciences industry over the next 12 months.
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Cybersecurity Threats are an Increasing Risk

As digital transformation continues to accelerate, spurred 
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the healthcare industry is 
increasingly becoming a prime target of cyber criminals. 
The potential operational, financial, legal and reputational 
impacts of a cybersecurity event for a healthcare 
organization can be severe. In the face of potential threats to 
an organization’s continuity and reputation, preparedness 
and positioning for swift, decisive reaction are the keys to 
a timely recovery and to establishing confidence among 
stakeholders.

In the past 12 months, 70% of respondents experienced 
a cybersecurity incident, with malware/ransomware 
(31%) and phishing (27%) emerging as the top threats. 
Most organizations contained and remediated their latest 
cybersecurity incident immediately (57%). More than 
one-third (41%) contained and remediated the attack, 
but with a delay.

Healthcare organizations acknowledge that the potential 
impacts of a cybersecurity incident are wide-ranging. Data 
access/exposure (60%), financial costs (52%), patient care 
(44%), operational disruptions (44%) and reputational 
impact (38%) were cited as the biggest risks of a cyber attack 
to the healthcare industry. 

Amid the backdrop of the constantly evolving cybersecurity 
landscape, 42% of respondents think their company is 
vulnerable to a potential cyber attack or incident, with 

significant areas of vulnerability including malware and 
ransomware (47%), incidents that involve privacy violations 
(i.e., HIPAA, PII) (46%) and phishing (43%). Given the 
increased risk of a cyber attack, 58% of respondents say 
they have a crisis plan in place. However, slightly more than 
one-third of respondents (36%) are considering participating 
in a crisis simulation or table-top exercise in the next year.

Nearly two years into the Biden administration, the industry appears divided on the administration’s impact on healthcare 
and life sciences companies.

of respondents think the 
administration will have a 
POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE 
INDUSTRY IN 2023,

while 35% BELIEVE THE 
IMPACT WILL BE NEGATIVE.

Eyes on DC

PERCENT

56
PERCENT

35
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of respondents believe that 
healthcare costs continue 
to increase year over year, 
but the population is not 
getting any healthier.

Increasing Healthcare Costs 

believe it is becoming 
increasingly difficult 
to sustainably provide 
healthcare services.

PERCENT

75
PERCENT

81

ESG is Top of Mind 

ESG efforts will be a notable area of investment for the healthcare and life sciences 
industry in 2023. Companies are focused on turning their ESG goals into action, as 
they are increasingly expected to play an active role in ensuring sustainability goals 
are met and to demonstrate progress around ESG to a range of stakeholders.

In line with the growing interest, 60% of respondents expect their budget allocation to their ESG strategy, program and 
reporting to increase. In the healthcare and life sciences sector, the top ESG themes of increasing focus in 2023 include 
employee engagement and D&I (49%), health equity (48%) and drug access and affordability (47%).

The top three ESG challenges the industry faces, however, are the availability and quality of relevant data (32%), a lack of 
expertise/resources (24%) and a generally risk-averse culture toward disclosure (22%). Given the increased investment 
in ESG efforts, it is notable that less than one-third (27%) of respondents feel their disclosure and reporting often achieves 
desired visibility among key stakeholders, pointing to a need for a better communications strategy to tell their ESG story to 
the right audiences at the right time.

Positioning Organizations for Success in 2023
As this year’s FTI Consulting survey shows, organizations in the healthcare and life sciences sector continue to operate in a 
complex and globally interconnected landscape where information is difficult to control, reputations develop and change 
quickly, and crises move rapidly. These changing market forces and external disruptors make it critical for organizations to 
communicate their story strategically to a variety of stakeholders and be prepared to protect and promote their reputations 
in 2023. FTI Consulting’s Healthcare and Life Sciences Strategic Communications team understands the economic, legal and 
regulatory challenges confronting organizations in this industry and provides strategic counsel in all aspects of financial, 
corporate, public policy, brand and medical communications to best position organizations for future success.
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